


OUR
FACTORY
Located in Xiamen, China, our factory covers an area of 
5000 square meters and is equipped with the most 
advanced facilities and various production machinery such 
as CNC carving machine, large acrylic blister machine, laser 
engraving machine, 25T punching machine, polishing and 
spray paint machine as well as operating custom design 
room; sculpture workshop, plastic workshop and resin plant 
workshop.

ABOUT
Retail is a fast evolving industry and the commercial supply 
of good quality products is essential in maintaining a smooth 
operating retail business. Over the past decade IA Hardware 
has been developing relationships in the Resort, Hospitality, 
Commercial, Aged Care and Education sector with the aim to 
deliver high-end and bespoke joinery, fixtures and products 
to ensure our clients’ business targets are met.

In order for this to be achieved, we have established 
operations from Xiamen China with the purpose of supplying 
customised hardware at a competitive price range. In the 
process, we have developed a strong partnership with 
exclusive high quality suppliers and is now made available for 
you through IA Hardware.

Furthermore, we are scheduled to launch our extensive 
product catelogue in the next twelve months in the interest 
to provide an access opportunity for you and your business.

SIGNAGE
Illuminated signs work day and night to draw attention and  
shopfront visibility to deliver maximum impact for your brand 
exposure.

There are many options available - LED, Neon, Backlit, 3D 
Individual Lettering and Light Boxes.

Non-Illuminated Signs are typically much more cost effective 
and can be installed in locations that may not have electrical 
access or where illuminated signs are not permitted.
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EPOXY RESIN SIGN SIDE VIEW

Our latest range in illuminated sign, the LED epoxy resin letter is the perfect combination of modern electronic technology and 
macromolecule technology. It’s popular due to its unconstrained material use, unlimited size range, elegant looks, bright colours and can 
be widely used in airports, hotels and fashion stores.

PARAMETERS: 
Face: Epoxy Resin
Return and backs: Aluminium/Stainless Steel/Galvanized Sheet/Acrylic
Light source: LED module (3 lights) with 0.3W or Fluorescent
Border process: Painted/Mirror Polished/Brushed/Electroplated
Any pantone colours and font styles
Packaging: single letter covered with bubble wrap within plywood case for ultimate protection.

FEATURES:
1. Various representations of colour, brightness and shape
2. Eye catching brightness. View distance > 2000m at night
3. Great texture with a neat edge finish 
4. No maintenance expense
5. High intensity lumens
6. Resistant to fade, distort, pressure, impact, water, acid and alkali solutions
7. Eco-friendly: nil light or chemical pollution
8. Energy saving: Low power consumption

EPOXY
RESIN LETTERS



Channel Letters have been a popular choice amongst our clients for many years. It has the options to incorporate many different 
plexiglass combinations to produce solid colours, day/night colour reversals and exposure effects. Channel letters aren’t just for texts, 
we can convert logos and designs of all shapes and sizes of your choice. Channel letters are used to provide signs for buildings, 
shopping malls and anywhere that requires strong visual presence. These signs are strong, reliable, versatile and very effective when 
viewed at night.

PARAMETERS: 
Face: Acrylic sheet, 1cm trim cap
Return and backs: Aluminium/Stainless Steel/Galvanized Sheet/Acrylic
Light source: LED module (3 lights) with 0.3W or Fluorescent
Power: AC110~220V
Operating power: DC12V
Average lifespan: >10000hrs
Intensity: between -20°C  to 60°C
Certification: ISO9001/CE/RoHS
Any pantone colours and font styles
Packaging: single letter covered with bubble wrap within plywood case for ultimate protection.

FEATURES:
1.   Can be made in a variety of colours
2.  RGB mode lighting ready. Option to cycle through various display colours.
3.  Eco-friendly: nil light or chemical pollution
4.  Energy saving: Low power consumption
5.  Safety: Low electric current output.

FRONTLIT LED
CHANNEL LETTERS
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An elegant use of solid cutout lettesr that are lit internally from behind producing a halo effect which outlines your logo and signage 
elements. Back-lit signs conbine the best of both worlds by illuminating your logo with eye catching presentations. Adding an extra 
‘glow’ to your logo signs will definitely help divert more traffic to your stores.

PARAMETERS: 
Material substrate: Acrylic
Return and backs: Aluminium/Stainless Steel/Galvanized Sheet/Acrylic
Light source: LED module (3 lights) with 0.3W or Fluorescent
Power: AC110~220V
Operating power: DC12V
Average lifespan: >10000hrs
Intensity: between -20°c to 60°c
Certification: ISO9001/CE/RoHS
Any pantone colours and font styles
Packaging: single letter covered with bubble wrap within plywood case for ultimate protection

FEATURES:
1.  Can be made in variety of colours
2.  RGB mode lighting ready. Option to cycle through various display colours.
3.  Eco-friendly: nil light or chemical pollution
4.  Energy saving: Low in power consumption.

BACKLIT
SIGN

LED BACKLIT SIGNS SIDE VIEW
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A simple yet effective way to showcase your brand. Using high quality acrylic and metal substrates, 
fabricated with precision laser cutting, we can offer a variety of sizes, shapes and lettering to suit 
your  business needs. Depending on your application we can produce finishes to suit both indoor and 
outdoor settings. A solid choice for any growing business and retail stores.

PARAMETERS: 
Material: Acrylic/Aluminium/Stainless Steel/Galvanized Sheet
Colour: Any Pantone Colour
Packaging: single letter covered with bubble wrap within plywood case for ultimate protection.

FEATURES:
1.  Various representations of colour and shape 
2.  Sharp + detailed textures. Extremely durable and long-lasting
3.  Eco-friendly: nil chemical pollutions

LASER CUT 
LETTERING AND 
FABRICATION

Solid light boxes are best suited for large block size construct with the option to use easy pullout fabric prints for versatility and easy 
maintenance. The front face could also be made out of 3M light flex banner with a 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee against colour fading 
or loss of light transmission. Side and return surfaces can be manufactured with solid metal or weather resistant premium paint 
finishes.
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The LED module signs are very suitable for large buildings as they have a stable light source, great brightness, good water resistance 
properties, excellent heat dissipation and slow light decay. Its aluminium face does not rust or corrode and the durable material used in 
production guards against any deformity and provides excellent harsh weather resistance. Day-night colour conversion are also 
available.

FEATURES: 
Face: Aluminium sheet with pierced die cut finish 
Return and backs: 12cm depth with durable spray finish 
Light source: SMD Piranha LED module
Waterproof Rating: IP68

EXPOSED LED 
MODULE SIGNS

LED PIERCING FACE CHANNEL LETTER SIDE VIEW
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For further information please contact:
IA HARDWARE

Suite 106/26-32 Pirrama Rd, Pyrmont, NSW, Australia, 2009.

E: info@iahardware.com.au

www.iahardware.com.au

P: +61 410 260 520

iahardware @ iahardware

http://www.iahardware.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/iahardware/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/ia-hardware/



